
Mortlake south wind Farm community Engagement
Gommittee
Meeting date

Meeting time and location

Minutes

Wednesday 28 October 2019

10.30am, Council office - Morflake

1. Attendees

Cr Jim Doukas (Chair)
Cr Jill Parker
Cr lan Smith
Bruce Donaldson, Community Representative
Neil Blain, Community Representative
Lisa Allen, Community Representative
Geraldine Conheady, Community Representative
Peter Rooke, Community Representative
Kelvin Goodall, Community Representative
Dan Belton, General Manager Engineering and Construction, ACCIONA Energy
Jane McKinnon - Community Relations Coordinator, Morflake South Wind Farm
Josh warren - construction Manager, Morflake south wind Farm
VickiAskew-Thornton, Major projects Liaison officer, Moyne shire (cEC
Responsible Officer)

Nit

Guests:
Christophe Delaire, Marshall Day Acoustics
Glenn Skoien, Project Developer, ACCIONA Energy
Michelle Grainger, Executive Manager Major Projeits, Moyne Shire Council
Sandra Batten, PersonalAssistant - Economic Development and planning, Moyne
Shire Council

2. Apologies

Nit.

3. Welcome

4, Declaration of lnterest

5. Minutes of Previous Meeting

Moved by Geraldine Conheady, seconded by Lisa Allen that the minutes of the CEC meeting
held on 25 september 2019 be accepted, wiih the foilowing addition:

Section 10.1: Brett Wickham explained that the permit iolderneeds to take responsibitity
for decommissioning and that Acciona intends to undertake that requirement, but that
permit condition 42 is not iron-clad and the turbine hosfs may ultimately become
responsible for decommissioning. Breft Wickham stated thai Acciona wilt not create a
trust fund, bond, or any arrangement to ensure financeis sef aside for decomiistioiing.

Motion CARRIED 8:2

1.



6. Business Arising

Acciona had provided information via email prior to the meeting on the following
items:

6.1

6.2

6.3

Tahle B8-1 Pest Plant Managenrent plari Environnrental Ma t f4easures

, Pre-construction EMM-147 Provide shaker pads/cattle grids at all site entrances. Site Supervisor

Summary of further discussion:
- Lisa Allen asked Acciona if the project was compliant and noted that

construction has been underway for 9 months and as yet shaker
pads/cattle grids have not been fitted, and therefore believed the project
is not compliant.
Lisa Allen noted that the three external audits state the prolect is
compliant, asked who carried out these audits, and why the pads/grids
had not been installed pre-construction as set out in the EMp.- Acciona responded that it couldn't comment on specifics of the audits but
that it takes biosecurity very seriously. At the start of construction Acciona
realised that the pads and grids would not be effective given the wet site
conditions, and has instead been using machinery wash-down as an
alternative. The pads and grids are now being fitted.- Acciona noted that the use of wash-down rather than pads and grids is
now being discussed with the Department of Environment, Land, water
and Planning (DELWP).

- Michelle Grainger took on notice a question about who is the responsible
authority for compliance with the EMp.- cr Parker noted that the cEC is only an advisory committee to council.- Acciona will consider a request from cr Doukas for a summary of the
most recent auditor reportio be provided to the cEC along wiln a fuil
copy of the report.

A copy of the endorsed EMP has been placed on the project website.
Acciona has responded to the enquiry from Neil Blain re ltockpiled material at
the Sisters Quarry. Neil Blain stated that he is not satisfied with Acciona's
response.
Acciona will provide a summary of wind farm commissioning process for the
next CEC meeting.
Acciona will provide images of decommissioned wind farms prior to the next
meeting.

The wording error in the Background Noise Report has been corrected by
Acciona and the report redistributed to twelve landholders.
The enquiries made by Neil Blain on 28 August regarding the condition of the
sisters-Noorat Rd and truck identification have been logged as complaints.
Compliance with the Environmental Management plan (eUe;, anO 

'

confirmation of response to complaint made on 11 september regarding
biosecurity. (please refer to email response received from Accioni on t-g
September 2019):
Neil Blain stated that Acciona's response to the previous meeting's questions
about biosecurity were not satisfactory.
Lisa Allen referred to page 7z of the EMp that was endorsed by the Minister
for Planning (extract below):

6.4
6.5

6.6

2

&pest Environmental lilanagement lleasurer Reeponsibility
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A detailed discussion was held regarding the Marshall Day presentation and whether it
would be minuted or treated as separate from the CEC meeting. There were a range of
views expressed, as follows:

- Following agreement from Cr Doukas, Vicki sent an email to the
Committee on 22 September confirming that the CEC meeting would be
held from 10.30am - 11am, and from 11am - 12 noon Marshall Day would
present to the Committee regarding the questions-on-notice relating to
noise.

- Dan Belton stated that this was Acciona's understanding of the agreed
arrangement, that Acciona agreed to the presentation on the basis that it
would not be part of the CEC meeting and that they may consider leaving
the meeting if this arrangement was to change.
Acciona noted they are trying to assist the CEC to understand the noise
measurement processes by having Marshall Day do a presentation and
that the presentation is not part of a formal ,panel hearing,.- Peter Rooke, Geraldine Conheady, Lisa Allen and Neil Blain disagreed and
felt that the presentation should be part of the CEC minuting process so
that accurate information can be recorded. They asked if the presentation
would list the questions submitted and a response. Acciona responded that
the presentation would not address the questions one-by-one. Christophe
Delaire from Marshall Day added that as many of the questions were
similar, the presentation topics have been arranged to address the
question topics, and that he can refer to the questions during the
presentation.

- Neil Blain foreshadowed a motion that the presentation be treated as part
of the CEC meeting and be minuted.

- Acciona offered to provide'a copy of the presentation to the CEC members
after the meeting, with updates to include a reference to the relevant
question/s.

Cr Parker moved, Cr Smith seconded that the CEC meeting be adjourned at 1 1.20am to
enable the Marshall Day presentation to commence, and that Acciona provide a copy of the
presentation to the CEC members after the meeting.

Motion CARRIED 7:3
Voting against: Lisa Allen, Peter Rooke, Geraldine Conheady.

Cr Parker moved, Bruce Donaldson seconded that the CEC meeting be resumed at 1.43pm

Motion CARRIED

cr Parker thanked Acciona and christophe Delaire for the presentation.

cr smith and Kelvin Goodall left after the Marshall Day presentation.

7" Correspondence lncoming

Via email:
- September CEC Project Update from Acciona.- List of questions for Marshall Day from peter Rooke.- 2 sets of questions on notice from Neil Blain, one for Acciona and one for

Marshall Day.
- Question on notice from Geraldine Conheady regarding Condition 42 of the

Permit, which relates to decommissioning.
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8. Gorrespondence Outgoing

Nit.

9. Reports

9.1 Acciona

Refer to Aftachment 1 - Acciona Project Update and Attachment 2 - site
progress map

Summary of further discussion:

- Josh Warren explained that the initial road repairs done on the Sisters-Noorat
Road were not effective and Acciona has now carried out major repairs including
cut and fill of some damaged sections. Once Council inspects the repairs and is
satisfied, Acciona will recommence usage of the road for haulage from the Sisters
Quarry.

- A turbine foundation is being poured today.- The underground cable trenches are filled partly with Compacted sand which
stops water penetration.

- Geraldine Conheady referred to Page 2 of response number 2 received from
Acciona: 'A buoyant foundation is being used in locations where ground water wil
have an impact on the wind turbine foundation, at these locations the foundations
are slightly larger at 23.6m in diameter......'.

9,2 Community Representatives

Nothing further to raise.

9,3 Council

Cr Parker moved, Neil Blain seconded that the CEC informs Council that there are
concerns from the Committee regarding compliance with the endorsed Environmental
Management Plan and notes that Acciona will respond with further information about
compliance with Table 88:1 (page 77) of the Environmental Management Plan, and
Michelle Grainger will provide information on who is the responsible authority for
compliance with the Environmental Management Flan.

Motion CARRIED

10. General Business

10.1 Lisa Allen asked if Acciona is using sF6 gas in its turbines.
Acciona took this question on notice.

10'2 The white flags next to Keilambete Road are associated with survey work for
the underground transmission line.

10.3 Neil Blain asked if a response made to a complaint in a CEC meeting is then
considered by Acciona to be closure of that complaint. Acciona responded
that within the complaints reporting process, 'resolved' means closed.

The meeting closed at 2.1Opm.
11.Date of next meeting: wednesday 2T November 201g,10,30am.

Confirmed this I

4
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I
Minutes are to be qggistered in Moyne $hire'q eteqtronlc document
management system by the committee reporting officer immediatety following
the Mi'nutes' confirmation and signing.
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Moltlake South Wind Farm Community Engagement Committee

Project Update - 28 October 2O19

This update outlines activities being undertaken by ACCIONA to support the Mortlake South
Wind Farm, It has been prepared for the Mortlake South Wind Farm Community
Engagement Committee (CEC).

1. Community

1.1 Community Engaoement

. We are preparing for the Marquee at the Noorat Show

. Community Hub open Fridays 9.00am * 4,00pm

L.2 Complaints Summarv

We have received 7 complaints in October. About the condition of the Sisters-
Noorat Road, biosecurity and general construction.

1.3 Shared Benefits Programs

Neighbourhood Benefits Program:

. The first round of cards has been distributed and are being used successfully,

. Businesses are still welcome to join the program at any time.

Offsite Landscaping Program :

. We are still accepting the EOI's and will do so until 12 months after
commissioning of the wind farm,

. First round of landscaping meetings with Pollen Landscaping start on 30th
and 31st Oct and 1 Nov.

2, Project Updates

2.L Public Roads

The Public Road upgrades on Tapps Lane, Chamallak Lane and Grinters Lane
have been completed
In consultation with the council, repairs are being completed on the sisters-
Noorat Road.

2.2 Civil works

. We have completed 12 concrete foundation pours. The remaining foundation
pours are planned to be completed by Jan 2020.

. Works continue to cart and place materials on hardstands.

. Lime stabilisation continues on the internal access tracks

. Works have begun to backfillsome of the complete wind turbine foundations

$

a
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ccrona
Energy

2.3 Electrical works

The MV reticulation (cables that link the wind turbines to the substation on
site) is planned to start in late November
Construction of the substation is expected to start in November

2.3 Buildings

construction of the operations and maintenance (o&M) building is expected
to start in January 2020.

2.3. Grid Connection

The planning permit for the underground transmission line is now with the
Minister for Planning for a decision,
construction works are expected to start in December 2ot9 and take about
6 months to complete.

2.4. Material Sourcing. Traffic Management and Communitv Enqagement

Dilapidation surveys and condition reports from 3.d party road quality
auditors are being conducted fortnightly on haulage routes (including the
sisters-Noorat road). These are submitted to Moyne shire council and
corangamite shire for review. councils then request ACCIoNA to repair any
damage as appropriate.
In consultation with the council, AccIoNA repairs are being done on the
Sisters-Noorat Road
concrete for the foundations is batched onsite, however the fine and course
aggregate material for the concrete is brought in from Holcim euarry
Warrnambool and Ararat Fine Sands Quarry,
The Mortlake south wind Farm site uses channel 12 and the batching plant
uses channel 39.

a

a

a
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CEC meetine f, November 2019 ea,l:&q abt?
The following additions (in red) to the 2g october 2019 minutes:

frfhpl"rnor* 2-
lo faL

Crc n'tirtu''LeS -

Section 5.3

Neil Blain asked Dan Eelton if he cansidered Acciona was currently compfying with its [Mp. He respsnded ,.yes,,

Section 5.7

Dan Belton stated that this was Acciona's understanding of the agreed arrangement with Moyne Shire
Representotives (and not the CEC).

Acciona agreed to the presentation on the basis that it would not be part of the cEC meeting and that Dan Belton
advised that "this wasn't what was agreed" and "if you vote to have the presentation minuted, we,ll walk,,

Acciona responded that the presentation would not address the specific written cfc qu*stions, and was a general
noise presentation only.

Section 10.3

Neil Blain asked if a response made to a complaint in a cEC meeting is then considered by Acciona to be closure of
that complaint""'"even if he advised that Acciona's response is unsatisfactory. Acciona responded that it considers
the complaint is resolved,'

lnclude the "consolidated list of questions for Marshall Day" emailed to Kirsten on 11 oct 2019 as an attachment to
the 28 Oct 19 minutes

p"te r le
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From Neil Blain: Questions on notice for Marshall Dav

Can a written response please be provided to these questions:

Llfhe M2 McCrae Rood Kolora, background noise monitoring summory Morch 2079 on page 2

states:

from the wind farm within at any dwelling must not
background noise exceeds 35dB(A), the nolse
level plus sdB(A),

nolse
if the
nolse

be assessed separately for all-tlme and nlght tlme.
10pm to 7am.

has been established to enable
foilowing the commencement of

How does Marshall day interpret "within at any dwelling" used in the above context?

2) Does Marshall Day believe Acciona is correct to state that the noise limit within this house (when

the wind farm is operational) is 40dBALes0(10min)?

3) How could the first sentence be worded to more clearly explain exactly whereabouts at a

neighbouring dwelling the 40dBA LAso(1omin) operational noise limit actually applies. (Does it mean the
noise limit applies at the notional boundary of a dwelling, defined in the NZS 6808 2010 on page 14

as "a line 20 metres from any side of a dwelling"?)

3) This residence has night time background noise levels between 25 and 29 dBAr,qgotr0min). How is a

night time operational noise limit here of 40dBA Laso(ro'nrn), not going to be noticeable to these

residents especially when operational noise is allowed to exceed 40dBA?

4)Are the wind farm anemometers used to obtain wind speed measurements currently calibrated?

What is the uncertainty associated with anemometer measurements? Are anemometers required to
be calibrated in order to comply with the NZS 6808 2OI0?

5) ln the Mortloke South Wind Form lJpdoted Noise Predictions 2 October 2078, the noise prediction

report page 1"1 uses 35dBr,ngo which appears to be a different calculation to the 35dBA LAso(lomin) to be

used in compliance monitoring according to the NZS 6808 2010. ls this correct and what is the
difference in these calculations?

6) ls the predicted 40dBAr,ago contour line therefore the point at which 40dBA is exceeded for gO% of
the time?

7) ls the 30dBAr,qgo contour line therefore is defined as where noise will exceed 30dBAfor 90% of the
time and could actually exceed 40dBA (or higher) noise levels for some of the time?

8) ls it possible that those dwellings that lie between the 35 & 40 dBA Lago contour lines will not just

experience noise in the range of 35- 40 dBA, but potentially significantly higher than that provided

that it doesn't exceed 35dB for gtOYo of the time?

9) Glenn Skoien has previously advised that a report has been submitted to the planning minister for
endorsement that was produced using the background noise data obtained in/around
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Aug/Sep/October2018. WhatisthisreportanddidMarshall Dayproduceit? Whichclauseofthe
planning permit requires this report to be produced/endorsed by the minister?

10) Does the NZS 6808 2010 specify which noise prediction model should be used? Can different
noise prediction models give different results eg Harmonoise, 1so9613, concawe?

11) Sound power levels on page 6 MSWF updated noise predictions are values expressed as dBLwa.

What does a sound power level expressed in this way actually mean? Does it mean sound generated
actually at the turbine face/blade or some other location at the turbine?

12) Below is part of the compliance data for Macarthur wind farm for a residence that complied with
its required operational noise limits at all wind speed according to the previous NZS.

All-time noise level vs wind speed -T25A
Fit line eqn: y = -0.0036xr * 0.1 6g4x? - 1.051 2x + 37.998

R'= 0.1 606
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When compliance monitoring is done and a Mortlake South turbine produces noise above 4OdBA Leq

(1omin)before the cut in speed (wind speed of 3 m/s) as seen above, where is that data going to be

captured by Acciona/Marshall Day in compliance monitoring? How can a turbine produce noises
greater than 40dBA Lgo (ro,in) below the cut in speed? Will Acciona/Marshall Day guarantee that
Mortlake South turbines will not produce noise levels above 40dBA Lgo (ron.in) below cut in wind
speed?

13)Wind forms, sound ond health (technicol information/ page 8 states "190 is used for assessing

wind farm sound as it registers the steady continuous sound typically generated by the turbines, but
excludes short peaks in sound levels such as those resulting from gusts of wind" Given the
statement in this Vic Department of Health document, how are short peaks in sound levels from
gusts of wind for example detected in compliance monitoring?
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14) NZS 6808 2010 clause 7.3.1 states that wind speed and direction should be monitored over 10

minute time intervals synchronised with the sound level measurement time intervals, and average
values found for every interval. How does a noise meter take readings over each 10 minute period?

15) NZS 6808 2010 states in clause C7.2.1. that 10 days of continuous monitoring typically gives in
excess of I44O data points. eg 6 times per hour x 24 hours x L0 days = 1,440 points, which means that
l data point is obtained each 10 minutes. What does each of the noise data points actually
represent (ie is it the 90th centile value of each 10 min noise readings, or something else)?

L6) ls there an upper limit for operational wind turbine noise?

17) lt seems there can often be large number of excluded data points in background

monitoring/compliance monitoring eg in the 742 McCrae Rood Kolora, background noise monitoring
summary Morch 207, of a totat of 3782 data pairs were measured and 1404 of those were excluded.
Would noise peaks due to gusts of wind be excluded from the noise data, or not captured at all?

18) How does Marshall day check excluded data points to ensure that they have been excluded for
legitimate reasons and not excluded to ensure compliance with noise limits?

19) How does the peer review by Resonate of the Marshall Day noise predictions occur? Does

resonate get to examine the raw data to ensure that valid data has not been incorrectly excluded
from the data set or calculations/data is correct, or is the Resonate review only a desktop review of
lhe MSWF updated noise predictions October 2078 document itsell and not the raw data which was
used to produce it?

20) ls it correct that residence !62 (stakeholder)with a predicted noise 39.9 dB Lagoat wind speeds

of 11.9m/s willtherefore effectively exceed 39.9dbA Lgo(ro'nin)90%of the time when the turbines are
operational. The owner of this residence would therefore need to have a noise agreement with
Acciona in place with this landowner, is that correct?

Houses 931 and 932

There are elevated houses at location 931,(2.7km from a turbine) and 932(2.3km) as noted in

Appendix E of the updated noise predictions dated 2 Oct 2018.

House 932 has clear views to the wind farm site. How has the prediction model accounted for the
elevated positions of these 2 houses in an otherwise flat wind farm site?

What is the actual elevation of these two residences according Marshall Day? What method has

been used to determine these elevations?

Are these residences potentially going to be worse affected by turbine noise because of their
elevated positions relative to the turbines?

142 McCrae Road ora. backeround noise monitorins summary March 2019

on page 3 "Weather data was collected from the Mortlake Resource BOM weather station (lD

9Or76l"

Will Acciona using BOM wind speed data for future compliance monitoring?
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Planning permit

Clause 22The permit refers to the "the operation of the wind energy facility must comply with the
noise criteria specified in the noise stondard referenced in the NZS 6808 20L0 Acoustics - wind farm
noise at any dwelling existing on land in the vicinity of the proposed wind energy facility...."

What document actually is being referred to in the permit?

From Peter Rooke: QUESTIONS TO MARSHAIL DAY

BACKG ROU N D TO QUESTIONS

Sound covers a wide range of frequencies (or wavelengths).

Generally, high frequencies reduce in volume over a (relatively) short distance, low frequencies
however tend to carry for a longer distance and the reduction in volume over a given distance is less.
ln addition, low frequencies can travel through barriers such as walls, more easily than high
frequencies.

Very low frequencies (also referred to as "srlb-sonics") can travel a long way compared to high
frequencies, but can be obscured by other noise in an outdoor environment. However, in a quiet or
'filtered' environment such as the inside of a shed or dwelling, particularly one with thin or un-
insulated walls*, the low frequency sound can be detected quite clearly

(*As would apply to many rural dwellings clad in weatherboard or fibrous cement sheeting with
single -glazed windows.)

A good example of the above is the sound of an empty dump truck travelling along o bumpy rood. If
outside you would heor the engine & gear-changes, the tyre noise and the booming of the empty
trailer os it goes over the bumps, more or less simultaneously. lf you are inside a dwelling (say), the
booming noise of the empty troiler (a mostly low frequency sound) con be heord cleorly ot a distonce,
well before the other sounds (at higher frequencies) become opporent.

The reduction of volume of a sound over distance is known as attenuation

It is common knowledge that under certain conditions, wind turbines can & do emit low frequency
sounds.

Mv questions therefore to Marshall Dav are as follows.

1) What spectrum of sound frequencies is used in the development of the projected noise-
contour maps?

2) Given different sound frequencies have different attenuation rates over a given distance, do
the noise-contour maps as published in the Endorsed Condition 2L Document take this into
account when plotting the 45-40-35-30 db lines around the Wind Farm.

3) Has the placement of the noise monitoring detectors taken different sound frequency
attenuation rates and distances into account, or are they set within a predetermined radius
to the Wind Farm in order to minimize the area of the 'projected' db level lines?

4l Does the placement of noise monitoring detectors take prevailing wind conditions into
account when developing the projected noise-contours? There are numerous non-
stakeholder dwellings directly to the East of the Wind Farm; Given prevalent winds from the
Nth West, West & Sth West, would not this have the effect of elongating the contour-lines
further out to the East, and thus placing some or all of these dwellings under higher
projected noise levels than is currently indicated on the map?
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5) Has there been any consideration or calculation of the longer attenuation distances of sound
within the low frequency spectrum (lE when a number of turbine blades are in
synchronization as they pass the tower and create compression waves) and how this might
affect occupants of the non-stakeholder dwellings, particularly to the East of the Wind
Farm?

From Geraldine Conheadv: QUESTIONSTO MARSHAIL DAY

I request that these questions be answered in writing

1. The permit was varied in 2016 to allow taller, more powerful turbines using the N22010

standard which was designed for smaller, less powerful turbines. More than half the
turbines in the project (20 turbines at the Northern end and on the Western side) are shown

on your map to have serrated blades which means you expect a noise problem.

a. Can Marshall Day furnish a copy of the brief provided by the Wind Farm Owner?
b. Can you explain the decision to use serrated blades?

c. What difference do you expect in noise output?
d. How often will the noise be greater than 40db?
e. At what distance from the turbines will noise be audible?

2. There are hornes which have a night-time average background noise as low as 261490 or
possibly lower. This is much lower than the statad permit lin'lit of 40Db OR "background

noise +/-SdBA" and means many people residing in those homes willexperience much
louder night-time noise than normal and can expect noise nuisance.

a. What is your explanation for this situation?
b. How are you going to avoid noise nuisance at these homes?

3. These larger, more powerful turbines will produce greater tonality and special audible
characteristics, ie irnpulsive sound, amplitude modulation, vibrations etc. There are
complaints about these type af characteristics from residents living near other projects.

a. What are your projections for tonality and Special Audible Characteristics?
b. How far from the project will SAC be felt?
c. Explain what this means for people living in the vicinity of the project.

d. The permit condition 22C speciflcally includes SpecialAudible Characteristics as does

the N22010 Standard. You would have an understanding af these characteristics for
this project and they must be addressed. Tlre community wants to know.

4. The permit conditions apply to every dwelling in the locality of the wind farm. The permit
conditions apply 2417. This means that Acciona must rneasure all of the approval conditionr
at every dwelling continuously for the life of the wind farrn. Acciona have not stated how
they are going to comply with it. How is Acciona going to comply?
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